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BENCH MEASUREMENTS OF THE LOSS IMPEDANCE FOR PEP BEAM LINE COMPONENTS* 

,J. N. Weaver, P. B. Wilson and J. B. Styles” 

Bench mrasurements of the parasitic model loss II”- q, is the number of (equal) bunches and f r = 136 .296 kH7, 
giving R(kR) = 2446 k (V/PC). If I is the> avr~rngc~ current rameter k, due to the interaction of a bunched beam 

with discontinuities in the vacuum pipe, are presented 
for many of the PEP beamline components. The measure- 

per beam, then IR gives the cncrgy loss per turn Ill 
electron volts, while 212R gives thr powor lost to tl1c 

ments were made using the pulsed, coaxial transmission 
method of Sdnds and Ree~l. Ful l-s?nle machined and 

component for two equal beams. 
Most PM impedanrcs are nut broken ~I(v..III into tl~c ix 

fundamental and hi ghcr-order-r;lodc c(ompc~l’cnt ‘4 , ‘I’hc major 
exception is the RF cavities, for which tile ~‘~intlx~~:~ t ,il 
mode impedance (shunt impcdnnc,c) is of iuttrcst by it- 
self. It should bc noted also ttl:lt tilt t~tnl I’?i ii”pt’d- 
ant-e for a component is 3 sum OF thp intiivid~i;~l Inotlt~ 
impedances weighted by the frt>qucncy spc’c’t rum of the 
exciting bunch, and therefore is highly hunc%h-l~ngtli 

sheet metal models containing tapers, gaps, tanks (cav- 
itirs), collimators, plates, electrodes and other ir- 
regular shapes were investigated. Accuracies, errors 
and mode I ing difficulties are pointed out. Loss curves 
and rules of thumb are discussed that should aid in the 
design of similar components. Also described is a mod- 
crately successful effort to de-Q some of the resonances 
in a particularly camp1 icated chamber (separating dependent. 
plat es) with a strip line coup1 
nail y termin,itrd at both ends. 

ing loop that is exter- A diagram of the bench mCasurcm~~nt s~~t-u:~ i :, given 
in Ref. 4, The mcasuremcnt proi~t~i~ris tJ\r i i rst (~‘:)t~l iilinfi 
the pulse response, io (t) , for a smooth referinrr pipe Introduction with the same diameter as the beam ports of the compo- 
nent under test and having the same overall Length. The 
reference pipe is then replaced 171 the c~ompnnent and a 
modif ied pulse, i,(t), is obt Cned . The PM 10s~ para- 

With the advent of large storage rings with short 
bunches and high peak currents, the problems associated 
with signific<int coupling of RF power between the beam 
and the ring vacuum enclosure have been the subject of 
intensive investigation at a number of laboratories 
around the worl d. These parasitic mode losses to ring 
vacuum chamber components can limit the operating cur- 

meter is then given by’ 

220 ji,,(t)riO(t) - i,,(t)ldt 
‘,( 22 ~ 1 -__.----- __..-_ - (1) 

r/i;, (t> dt I? rent and energy of a storage ring in several ways. 
First, significant heating due to these losses can 
occur at flnn ge joints, bellows, ccrami c seals and 
other discont inui t ies i n the vacuum enve lope, This 
heating can lead to chronic outgassing and, under ex- 
treme conditions, to leaks or catastrophic vacuum fnil- 

where Zfi is the characteristic impt>dancc (If t111.z roaxinl 
line formed by the ref erfnct’ pipe and its c’cantc‘r con- 
ductor. For irregular shapes this 1~d12 1~~3 ci t h(>r tbst imn- 
ted or mens\lred by time domxin rcflt~ctoruct~~r t(~<!~niqut-~ 

The pulse lengths used in the mcnsur~ment must ccr- ures. Second, the sum total of all such asses ar ,ound 
the ring can infla t-e the RF power budget, leaving less 
power available for stored beam current at the top op- 
erating energy. Finally, the net ring impedance dcter- 
mines the current. thresholds for both single and mu1 ti- 
bunch beam instabilities. 

Considerable experience at SPEAR has shown 2,3 that 
parasitic mode losses can indeed result in heating and 
vacuum failure I Motivated by this experience, an ex- 

respond to the bunch lengths, uz to be expected in a 
storage ring. Since these are very short (r, 2 1 - 3 cm), 
a sampling oscilloscope is used to detrJc>t il~lri tli i~jln\ 
the output pulses. There are several walrs to rct,ilrd dn!l 
analyze the pulse data. The output of the osrilloscope 
can be digitized, signal-averaged and stortad in mt‘morv 
for computer processing, or a trace can he rfci~rtlc?d 
using an x - y plotter. A more complex espcrimcntal st’t- 

tensive program to estimate the parasitic mode losses UP> using parallel arms for the componrnt and riftlrcnrih 
for the PEP-vacuum chamber components has been carried 
out, primarily using the bench measurement technique of 
Sands and Reesl. Computer computations of the para- 

with pulse subtraction, is also possible. 5 At PEP, tlW 
simple single-arm method is used, and the analog o~ltput 
of the oscilloscope is displayed directly on an x - y rc- 
corder. The x- y recorder plot is useful in catrhinj: sitic mode loss impedance are possible for some cavi- 

ties and discont inui ties having simple geometries. All system errors and instabilities, as ~~11 as prorducin:: 
some averaging and smoothing of the data. major PEP vacuum chamber components have been modeled 

for bench measurements. In many cases design modifi- Initially the data was analyzed by cornplitIs?- ~if!~~l 
manually digitizing it with a sonic dii:il iztdr. ‘fhi s 
method is extremely time consuming and does not scc’m to 
add significantly to the accuracy arhicvpd comparetl 
with a simple analysis technique in which thea prllses 
are treated as if they are Gaussian. Then only the peak 
values and standard deviations (n) need be mcs?urt~tl. 
Using the approximations i.0 (t) = ~nexpl-t.‘/l?l and 
im(t) = imexpC-t2/20m2] in Eq. 1, and replacin!: the First 
io(t) in the numerator and the io(t) in the tirn,minatnr 
with z(t) Z Ci.0 (t) t im(t) l/2, 

RO Cl- (O,~~/OO) (Im/I,)2 1 
k=--...-- ~~--_--- - _ (2) 

2J;;ao [1/2-t 1/2(n,/o0) (I,,/Tg)l 

The later approximation takes into account the fact 
that, unlike a relativistic bunch, the current ~111s~ 
which excites the fields in the componcbnt ic, nni ncaci-s- 
sarily constant as the pulsp traverses the romponcnt, 

It is necessary to provide a stable thermal envi- 
ronment (20 !: O.lOC) for the oscilloscope mainframe, the 
oscilloscope sampling head and thr tunnel diode pulsar, 

cations were made to reduce the losses. In addition, a 
number of s tandard shapes (irises gaps, co1 limators, 
and tapers) were tested for the dependence of the loss 
on bunch length and geometry. 

Definitions and Measurement Limitations ----- P-w--..- 
The losses described above are often referred to 

as higher-order-mode (HOM) losses. In this paper these 
losses will be called parasitic mode (PM) losses, since 
the losses to both fundamental mode and all higher-order 
modes are normally measured. The parasitic mode loss 
parameter k i s used to parameterize the loss for a 
t icular beam line component. Physically, k is the 

par- 

energy loss in electron volts for a bunch with a charge 
of one coulomb passing through the component. The PM 
loss resistance R is obtained by multiplying k by the 
passage time between bunches, or R = k/(nbf,), where 
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since the sequential measurements of the reference and 
the component can be separated in time by as much as 
30 minutes. The thermal stability was achieved by at- 
taching heat sinks to the above three items and sur- 
rounding them by well-insulated enclosures. A fluid 
circulator with an internal heater and refrigeration 
unit pumps constant temperature ethylene glycol through 
the heat sinks. The above method, although not as pre- 
cise as one using a sjgnal averager, was chosen bccausc 
it was found to be adequate for examining and optimiz- 
ing most of the PEP design models. In addition, the 
equipment is relatively simple, inexpensive and easy 
to operate. A precision of 20.5 ps in at and +O.l% in 
pulse amplitude is obtained. For a bunch length of uz= 
2.4 cm this gives a resolution in Ak of about ltO,OO3, 
which for PEP with 55 mA in each beam is an uncertainty 
in loss of 250 W. 

There seems to be no obvious way to scale compo- 
nents for testing; therefore, the models have to be 
made full size, at least in the radial dimensions. 
Models up to one meter in diameter and four meters long 
can be measured relatively easily. Many of the test 
shapes, particularly tapers, were made from sheet alum- 
inum or copper for simplicity. Whenever possible tests 
were made with the coaxial components vertical to mini- 
mize problems of a sagging center conductor. A very low 
density, rigid polystyrene foam was used where necessa- 
ry to support the center conductor. To facilitate assen.- 
bly, a short length of brass telescoping tubing is used 
to make a sliding joint at one end of the center con- 
ductor pipes and chambers. 

Components to be checked by this measurement tech- 
nique need to have beam ports of the same diameter at 
each end. Whenever this is not true of a particular 
component, two samples of the component are measured 
back-to-back, and 50% of the measured value is taken 
as the result for a single component, The separation 
between components must be made large compared to the 
outer conductor diameter. 

The PM impedance is not always purely resistive. 
However, the k and R as measured and calculated repre- 
sent the actual beam power loss, since any energy re- 
turned to the same bunch by wake fields is accounted 
for. Measurements using the single-arm method without 
a precursor pulse5 do not allow quantitative extraction 
of a reactive impedance component. Another important 
limitation is that, while the measurement gives the to- 

a chamber with tapered ends, :<.lth the plates rounded 
and protruding into the tapers, is to be preferred. 
Voltage breakdown (the plate voltages are +_60 KV dc to 
ground) sets the minimum spacing. Figure 5 gives the k 
for some experimental region vacuum chambers. Some parts 
of the profiles shown are PM shields and not vacuum en- 
velopes. Again, gentle tapers have kept the PM losses 
low. The design of these shields is not trivial since 
they are large in size and thin (required for low attetp 
uation of particles). Because there is vacuum on both 
sides, they are hard to cool and there may be consider- 
able heating even if the PM loss is low. Thermal radia- 
tion is then the only mechanism for heat loss. 

The separating plates tank has quite a few reso- 
nances (from a few hundred MHz to the GHz range) with 
Q’s on the order of 103. A 2.5 cm wide strip line, 
spaced 3 cm off the tank wall at 35’ to the vertical 
and extending 3 m longitudinally, will be connected to 
broad-band external RF loads to dampen most of these 
resonances by a factor of 3 to 10. Also, by making the 
plates out of a good electrical conductor (copper) and 
the tank walls out of a poor conductor (stainless steel), 
the power loss should be greater where it can be 
removed more easily. 

Table I summarizes the k values measured for a 
number of PEP components at a bunch length of 2.4 cm, 

TABLE T - k of PEP Components* (a, = 2.4 cm) 

k (V ‘VC) ~ -- 
Distributed Ion Pump 
Pipe Tee (15.4 cm diam)-without screen 
Pipe Tee (15.4 cm diam) - with screen 
Dog Leg Synchrotron Radiation Shield 
Gate Valve, Shielded 
Shield Bellows 
Transition(15.4 cm diam to extruded beampipe) 
Personnel Protect-ion Stopper (PPS) 
Mask for 43 
Hiph 2 Masks 
CERN Corrugated Pipe (1 m length) 
Mark II- interaction region pipes 
Optical Monitor 
MAC- interaction region pipes 
Excitation Electrodes 
Separating Plates 
RF Cavity, one cell only _-_-lll_. _l-l _ _ _ -.- ” _-- 

0,010 
<0,003 
<0.003 
(0,006 
<0.006 

0.012 
0.015 
0.015 
0.020 
0.028 
0.040-t 
0.060 
0.084t 
0.060+ 

bO.140 
0.300 

tal power extracted from the beam, it does-not give any * For 
indication as to where the power will be dissipated. 

PEP with two 55 mA beams: P (kW) = 14.8 k(V/pC) . 

This can only be obtained by estimates of the general Several other components were investigated for their 
microwave propagation and dissipation characteristics dependence upon bunch length in the range uz= l- 4 cm, 
of the component, including radiation through the beam A corrugated round pipe (CEPJ vacuum chamber) with a 
ports and other coupling ports, 16.9 cm maximum and a 15.0 cm minimum diameter and 38 

convolutions/m made of 0.25 mm thick stainless steel 
Measured Values of k and De-Q’ ing has a k value as a function of bunch length given by 

Many different components have been measured, us- k(V/pC*m)= l.03[oz(cm)l-4*1 , Two standard TM cavities 
ually at several bunch lengths, Figure 1 shows results (38 cm diam by 23 cm long) with 7.6 cm diam and 15.2 cm 
for several gaps and irises, Note that there can be diam beam pipes have k values respectively of k(V/pC)= 
significant loss even for relatively small gaps, parti- 0.70exp[-0,32az(cm)l and k(V/pC) =0.46exF~-O.3lu,(cm)~. 
cularly for short bunch lengths, Conflat flange gaps A 10 cm long transition from 15.2 cm diam round pipe to 
were not measureable unless the pipe was quite a bit the standard PEP extruded beam pipe (nominally a 5.4 cm 
smaller than the gasket size, as in the case for the by 9,2 cm oval) has k=0.068, 0.012 and 0.006 V/PC for 
SPEAR beam-pipe extrusion (k= 0.014 at uz= 3.3 cm). uz= 1.2, 2.3 and 3.9 cm, respectively. Finally, a meas- 
Figures 2 and 3 show how shallow-angle tapers can dras- urement at uz = 2.2 cm for a radial gap of length R 
tically reduce the losses, and that reentrant chambers between flanges on a 15.2 cm diam pipe gave k(V/pC)= 
(3d) are particularly lossy, Other measurements show 0,0114 i? (cm) up to R = 15 cm , Then k increased more 
that stepped tapers are an improvement over a single- slowly than linearly up to k=0,23 V/PC for R= 23.5 cm. 
step discontinuity. Figure 4 is the summary of many The flanges were 50 cm diameter, with an open circuit 
measurements of a separating plates model with 0.15 cm at the outer diameter. 
thick, 19 cm wide plates, The ends were rounded to fit The above profusion of data shows that PM losses 
into the conical ends for 8= 130 and 250, but squared for components having a variety of sizes and shapes 
off for 0 = 900. The single point for 0= 25’ and d= can be determined relatively easily to moderate preci- 
11 cm is for a measured value of k on a more elaborate sion and accuracy, especially if several pulse lengths 
model that included thicker plates, four support posts are used. Greater precision, and an attempt to un- 
and ceramic feedthrus. The latter model is more lossy, tangle reactive effects, would require a much greater 
as one might expect, but is closer to the actual sepa- errort, as the measurement programs at CESR’ and DESY6 
rating plates design. It is clear from Figure 4 that have shown. 
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Fig. 3 Collimator chambers. Do= 20 cm diam, 
d = 10 cm diam, 8 = 10 , R = 56 cm 
and U, = 2.5 cm. 
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Fig. 4 Separating plates model (u, = 2.3 cm). 
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Fig. 5 Interaction region chambers (a,= 2.3 cm ) . 
There is symmetry about the interaction 
point (IP ), so the total loss is twice 
that given above. 
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